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Details of Visit:

Author: BigSteveSheff
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 13 Jun 2014 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 85
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE as always a Fantastic Parlour with
Many happy Punts here

The Lady:

Tall leggy Tanned Blonde in her mid to late twenties
Very toned and very sexy
Only minus out of loads and loads of pluses
Was Sophia has quite small boobs if your
A big boob man like me but she does
Have an ass to die for and a gorgeous
Figure that she obviously works out at the gym
A lot for

The Story:

Started with Full GFE
And as I had been in a boring meeting all day
I was feeling really naughty and looking for some
Naughty fun to spice my boring day up and boy did Sophia fulfil ;)
Started off with Sophia sitting on my face and
Grinding her lovely sweet tasting pussy into
My tongue and mouth. We then moved onto
69 and boy can she suck cock which nearly
Had me erupting in no time. I thought I would
Try and slip a finger up her very tight ass and Sophia
Seemed to really get off on having a finger up her ass.
Before I exploded with her excellent oral skills I asked Sophia
If we could have sex in the missionary position first
Which involved Lots of deep French kissing before
Sophia suggested I take her doggy style whilst pulling her hair
And spanking her bottom ;)
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Seeing that gorgeous ass from behind whilst screwing her doggy
Was just too much and I asked about Anal which she said she doesn't
Normally do anal and had only ever done it in her life a couple of times before and was just starting
to get into anal which was a bug turn on to here her say.
so after lubing my cock and her tiny little ass hole up it felt heavenly sliding my cock Up Sophia's
Bum and Sophia really seems to get turned on with a big cock up her tiny little tight ass ;)
We ending up finishing off with Sophia sitting off the end of the
Bed with her sucking me off till I had a huge orgasm all over her very pretty face and mouth an it
was a huge load that went all over her face and mouth
Tits and stomach and Sophia seemed pleasantly
Surprised on how much cum I had covered and coated her in and she looked very sexy indeed with
white hot sticky cum all over her tanned body.
Sophia also had a very naughty smile on her face as she wiped all
My sticky man goo off her gorgeous tanned body.
Having ten mins left I asked Sophia if I could eat her out
And so I spent the last ten mins eating her very very wet pussy
Whilst she played with her tits and pulled on her erect nipples

Top service from a very sexy lady ;)
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